Western Instruments

Bowed String Instruments


59, HUCP3297. Viola da gamba (g violone- cut down from larger violone), 17th or 18th cent. Gift of Mary Otis Isham, in memory of Ralph Isham (AB 1889).


114, HUCP4200. Violin (modern setup), German, early 20th cent. Facsimile label: Carlo Bergonzi Fece in Cremona Anno 179-. Gift to the Music Department of Mrs. Frederick P. Murphy of Norwalk, CT, 1990.

Viol and Violin Bows


84, HUCP3460. Viol bow, German, mid-20th cent. Not stamped.

85, HUCP3461. Viol bow, German, mid-20th cent. Not stamped.


88, HUCP3464. Violin bow, possibly German, late 18th cent., original ivory mounts, no stamp.

89, HUCP3465. Violin bow by R. Weichold, German, late 19th or early 20th cent. Stamped: Imitation De Tourte/R Weichold A Dresde[n].

90, HUCP3466. Violin bow, late 19th or early 20th cent. No stamp.


*Plucked String Instruments*


72, HUCP3311. Monochord, American, 20th cent.

**Keyboard Instruments**

Harpsichord Carl Fudge, 1970. (On loan from Robert Levin)


133. HUCP4208. Recorder (alto) by Silverstein, American, 20th, 1 piece construction. Gift of Emil Lehmann
from the estate of his wife Jennifer W. Lehmann, 1993.

**Non-Western Instruments**

*Plucked String Instruments*

26, HUCP3264. Sanxian (Long-neck Plucked Lute), Chinese, 20th cent. Gift of Professor Rulan Pian.


137, HUCP3504. Sitar, 21st cent. Department purchase.

*Wind Instruments*

8, HUCP3240. Duct Flute, 20th cent.

Percussion Instruments


141, HUCP3501.1-2. Drums (Tablas?), India, 21st cent. Department purchase.

142, HUCP3502. Daire, Turkish, 21st cent. Department purchase.

Musical Miscellany


93, HUCP3469. Color Poster from the Encyclopedie Bouasse (Lebel No. 139) entitled “Instruments de Musique”/ Instruments de Musique a Vent, 20th cent.

94, HUCP3470. Color Poster from the Encyclopedie Bouasse (Lebel No. 140) entitled “Instruments de Musique”/ Instruments de Musique a Cordes, Instruments de Percussion, Instruments Sonnants, 20th cent.

